Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 8-31-14
Well it was not the apocalypse but the heat and humidity that arrived certainly was uncomfortable for many of us.
Diseases such as pythium, brown patch and some others that had not been seen so far this year showed up like a bad
penny. A majority of conversations centered on the success of management particularly in the tees, greens and fairway
location. Intermediate roughs and roughs did see some damage but as a cost proposition the level of concern in regard
to treating it was not too high. It is Labor Day weekend and so for many of us the season is starting to wind down well
and truly, optimal times for aeration are coming soon and planning for fall golf is also under way- this heat and humidity
did not disappear rapidly however so everyone still has their guard up. This weather in early September is far preferable
than in the first weekend of June however.
Superintendents further south are still battling cold damage to bermudagrass in many sites – the winter took its toll
along with a cool spring and the weather only really got hot there in the last two – three weeks. Issues such as fall army
worm have really exploded down there and it really is incredible to see how much damage they can inflict in such a short
space of time. Goose grass and crabgrass have been a problem in greens and a reluctance to cause unneeded damage to
bentgrass roots with a pre emergent product has led to some very creative and impressive management strategies.
The moisture that did arrive this week was of no help in a lot of ways. Courses which had excess water possibly still
sitting on the surface may have suffered scald or the turf actually boiled in the heat. It was non selective and is an
indication as to where drainage work is required. The recovery to these areas will take a little time and we can expect to
see plenty of seed flying over the next week or so. Field looms ever closer and you can register at www.cdgaturf.org
Climate:
The increase in temperatures has certainly increased the amount of problems that were noted in the area this week. The
change in the weather brought along an increase in soil temperatures too – great for germinating bentgrass seed.
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Figure 1. High and low air temperatures and 2” soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago
Suburb), August 2014

Precipitation certainly ramped up and currently the golf house is sitting at 6.22” (Figure 2), the average total for the
month is 3.84”. The only good or lucky part about this is the fact that temperatures were favorable for the most part
until this week - so–the combination of excess precipitation along with the heat has not been helpful. This is not going to
help with preparations for aeration going forward – particularly as rain is in the forecast for a majority of days next
week.
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Figure 2. Daily precipitation in August 2014, at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb)
The heat brought some hazy and brighter conditions – although believe it or not the humidity and moisture in the
atmosphere would have affected the light intensity somewhat. Despite the desired daily light intensity declining as we
head to fall, daily measured totals have not reached a possible ideal on many days recently (Figure 3). The lack of
consistently high light along with a solid wind has not helped turf to dry out and problems such as moss and algae have
shown their ugly head.
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Figure 3. Daily light integrals for August 2014, at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb)
Temperatures in the central part of the state certainly hit their highest value of the year with a 96°F mark being hit –
with humidity I presume the actual conditions felt as if they were well past the 100°F number. There was a drop off back
into the 80’s but soil temperatures were after rising and water that had hung around in low spots had boiled turf at this
stage. The saving grace was that temperatures had fallen back below the 70°F number at night (Figure 4) which
hopefully reduced the severity of the pythium pressure.
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Figure 4. Daily high and low temperatures, 4” soil temperatures at Peoria CC, Peoria, IL, August 2014
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Precipitation in central Illinois, while not as plentiful as the Chicago area, was certainly occurring at a regular rate and
the site is already above 4” (Figure 5), which is close to 1” above normal for the month. The rain events have also been
somewhat intense in nature so the frustration of fixing washed in bunkers continued to be felt – particularly when clubs
were holding many big championship events.
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Figure 5. Daily precipitation in August 2014, at Peoria CC, Peoria, IL
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In the northwest part of the state temperatures also got a little peaky early in the week though not as high as central
Illinois or Chicago. The 90°F value was broken, only just and since then temperatures have fallen back to a more
pedestrian high 70’s. This has helped with the soil temperatures which were climbing towards the 80°F number but have
fallen back somewhat, the expectation is that this should continue. Nighttime lows in the low 60’s are also a nice relief
for turf that may have suffered stress (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Daily high and low temperatures, 2” soil temperatures at Rockford CC, Rockford IL, August 2014

The data coming in from Rockford indicated that a whopping 6.27” of rain has come down so far this month (Figure 7)
which is just shy of 2” more than normal. While July was certainly below average on the precipitation front August has
certainly made up for it.
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Figure 7. Daily precipitation totals in August 2014, at Rockford CC, Rockford IL

The station in Carbondale finally has found life, but we have looked at other information to give us an idea of where
temperatures were at for the month. Lows in the early part of the month dropped into the high 50’s which was a
hindrance on bermuda growth – particularly where courses were working on recovery. The process of recovery has been
a lot slower than many of us would think in southern Illinois and complete recovery may not be seen until next year at
some sites – depending on the upcoming winter of course. The latter part of the month temperatures have certainly
climbed with highs consistently reaching into the 90’s (Figure 7), and many superintendents are looking forward to
September – some of the seasoned veterans indicated that it was the best month for Zoysia in particular.
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Figure 7. High and low temperatures and 2” soil temperatures in Carbondale, IL August 2014.
Precipitation volumes have exceeded the ability to have water move out of the greens surface throughout the month
(Figure 8). Algae was starting to show through the putting surfaces and the extreme humidity was suppressing much in
the way of water loss and preventing surfaces from firming up. A week of dry weather would certainly help the situation
as many courses are looking to aerate in the area also.
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Figure 8. Precipitation and water lost at Hickory Ridge GC in Carbondale, IL August 2014
Disease
The arrival of the heat and humidity saw either a break through in some preventative programs or the arrival of
unwanted extra visitors such as pythium and brown patch (Picture 1) in particular.

E Nangle 8-27-14
Picture 1. Brown patch breaking through on a golf course in Illinois this week.
Areas which may have poor soil quality may have been dealing with type I fairy ring this year and I did get to see some
while further south (Picture 2). Damage was not huge across the golf course, but in localized spots it was certainly
evident as we can see.

E Nangle 8-28-14
Picture 2. Type I fairy ring on a golf course in southern Illinois this week
Specifically for guys who are further south and growing zoysia fairways, the cool temperatures overnight had led to an
abnormal appearance of patch in the zoysiagrass (Picture 3), still active in this picture along the top where the orange
tint can be seen. Zoysia patch is always there unfortunately – it just needs the conditions to show up – and it got it at a
strange time of year. Timing of control includes two applications with one in fall and one in spring of tebuconazole and
azoxystrobin.

Orange tint indicative of activity ongoing

E Nangle 8-27-14
Picture 3. Zoysia patch Rhizoctonia solani active this week in south central Illinois

Insects:
Planting strategies have varied over the years and they may have been due to budget constraints or a generous member
who had a landscape company. However it is now coming to pass that the idea of planting a monostand of trees because
they are cheap or grow quickly is not a smart idea. The picture below really illustrates this, the course is facing a
requirement to cut down 1200 ash trees in a very short space of time due to the damage that the ash borer created
(Picture 4) – it is tough on the superintendent to face this but he has little choice – it will also leave the course in a very
different format to what it was.

E Nangle 8-30-14
Picture 4. Removal of decimated stands of ash trees will completely change this golf course in the very near future
Insects that were mentioned last week turned up in a very aggressive format further south this week. The fall armyworm
activity (Picture 5) really took off on bermudagrass if no treatments had been applied and they were hungry and
voracious – if you had zoysia they didn’t seem to like it so much (Picture 6).

E Nangle 8-29-14
Picture 5. Fall armyworm larvae feeding on untreated bermudagrass in Southern Illinois this week

E Nangle 8-29-14
Picture 6. Post fall armyworm feeding on the bermudagrass – notice how the zoysia is untouched!

Weeds:
Further south, weed pressure is more constant and also more diverse. Problems such as green kyllinga (Picture 7)
perennial sedge which grows much quicker than turf are a continuous battle and this summer is no different.

Picture 7. Green kyllinga Kyllinga brevifolia in a collar in Southern Illinois this week
The increased weed pressure does not only lead to greater diversity of weeds but also larger weeds which I noticed this
week in southern Illinois with this goosegrass sample being an average size in the rough (Picture 8).

Picture 8. Goosegrass Eleusine indica showing up in a big way further south this week.
Management strategy:
This weeks management strategy circles around the ash tree and what to do going forward. The picture above in our
insect section is a stunning reminder of the damage that is been inflicted on green ash in particular. Following the winter
we just went through, indications of damage due to the ash borer became extremely clear and trees which had
previously looked like having an extra one or two years were completely wiped. These skeletons trees need to be
removed, from a safety standpoint the longer they are left there the greater the liability, from a management
standpoint, replacing them with something more durable and native is the smart option – leaving them standing there is
not really a favorable response and I would expect that many people will be sharpening the saw blades this winter.

Where Ed got it Right and Where Ed got it Wrong:
Well I am batting 1.000 this week – although predicting problems with dollar spot (North of O’Hare), Pythium and Brown
Patch was not necessarily that hard in light of the weather that was forecast.
This week thoughts might include
1) Insect digging
2) Dollar spot
3) Brown patch

INNOVATIVE CORNER:
While visiting courses further south I came across a really innovative way for clubs to look at raising capital funds. The
tree of impact at Effingham CC was a three year commitment that the membership had really bought into – the funds
raised had allowed the superintendent to really broaden the scope of works on the course and each member that
wanted to donate had a choice of the value and whether they wanted a leaf, trunk, founding stone, offshoot tree or an
acorn and gave accordingly. The plaque is tasteful in its design and the fundraising can be used in a variety of ways.

FINALLY!!
Last week many of you spotted the beneficial impact of root pruning on the turf. Mr Sams held his lead and looks like he
will need a complete failure to finish if he is going to falter in his bid to hold onto the title.
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This week is not a repeat of last week I can assure you – what has caused the separation in the rough? Answers to
enangle@cdga.org

Dr. Lee Miller’s latest report dated 8-27-14 can be found below.

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update08_27_14.cfm
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

